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Laboratory apparatus for controlled
application by means of a screen
or stippling roller with doctor blade

Laboratory Roller Applicator
Type DWE



Technical Data DWE

Roller width 290 mm
Roller diameter 80 mm
Speed 3 - 8 m/min
Compressed air 4 bar
Air consumption 300 l/min
Approx. weight 55 kg

This unit is specially suitable for controlled application by means of a screen or stippling roller with a doctor
blade.
By the use of engraved rollers an exactly controlled application of plain colors, lacquers, glue and adhesive,
grounding dyes, coatings etc. is obtained. Applications are possible of solvent containing, aqueous and
100 % systems as well as UV lacquers etc. onto artificial leather, foils, paper, textiles, non-woven etc.

Two kinds of application are possible:

a)  application roller at the top and liquor in the doctor blade with sealings at  the sides

b) application roller at the bottom and liquor in the trough with immersed roller

Application roller is driven by an air motor.
The various rollers are easily interchangeable and can be attached at the top or at the bottom. According to
the application roller also the counter roller can be placed at the top or at the bottom.
The easily attachable trough enables a fast cleaning and resp. change of the lacquer.
After guiding in of the sample (application roll is rotating) the lower roller is lifted up by a pneumatic device
which is operated by a foot switch.
On a micro screw the distance between the two rollers can be  adjusted which enables an application onto
samples of various thicknesses.
Furthermore the application roller ca, in the lowered position, be kept in constant rotation which prevents a
drying - specially of solvent containing lacquers - and therefore results in a even application.
A removable guiding table with safety device enables a safe feeding of the sample.
In order to make cleaning as easy as possible a hand spray and a flexible air jet are attached.
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